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Reflector and Web

- List subscribers: ~200

- To subscribe to the Congestion Management TF reflector send an email to:
  listserv@ieee.org

- with the following in the body of the message:
  subscribe stds-802-3-cm <first name> <last name>

- Congestion Management TF web page URL:
  http://www.ieee802.org/3/ar/
Events since March 2006

- Addressed concerns raised in Denver (March)
- Created D1.2 to resolve concerns
  - Empty clauses filled out, surrounding Pascal added
  - Rate limiting mechanism improved, MAC options annex added

May 2006 Interim, Beijing
- Revised PAR, 5 criteria to reflect current scope, draft
- Revised TF objectives to reflect current scope, draft
- Resolved comments on 802.3ar/D1.2

July 2006 Plenary, San Diego
- Resolved comments on 802.3ar/D1.3
- WG did not approve revised PAR, criteria
- WG postponed motion to withdraw PAR

November 2006 Plenary, Dallas
- TF met and indicated continued support for the project
Move that 802.3 WG withdraw the IEEE P802.3ar PAR and return it to NESCOM, by authorizing the WG chair to fill out the appropriate form and presenting it to 802 EC

- **M:** T. Dineen
- **S:** H. Frazier

- **Y:** 8  **N:** 29  **A:** 24
- **>= 75%**
- **Fails (22%)**

---

**San Diego Motion #10** Move to postpone #9 until the November 2006 plenary session at the discretion of the 802.3 WG chair

- **M:** D. Cunningham  **S:** G. Thompson
- **Y:** 38  **N:** 5  **A:** 3
- **> 50%**
- **Passes (88%)**
Future meetings

- IEEE 802.3 Interim
  - 16-19 January 2007, Monterey, CA
- IEEE 802 Plenary
  - 11-16 March 2007, Orlando
Thank you!